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 Poignant, funny, yet lightly instructional, Treasury is masterfully
informed in Eric's signature amusing style as he traces the development
of his love and understanding of the elderly from his first day of
kindergarten to recent adventures along with his centenarian great aunt
Olive. Even while a kid, Eric found himself in friendships with people
within their golden years. Treasury is usually Eric Bergeson's sixth
reserve.A Treasury of Old Souls is a collection of engaging tales about
Eric Bergeson's lifetime spent amongst a small town's aging population.
In mid-existence, he noticed that his personal perspective on life, loss
of life and relationships have been powerfully shaped by these unique
friendships.
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Fertile Minnesota is a cousin to Lake Wobegon Fertile Minnesota must be
just later on from Lake Wobegon.You will enjoy this book. I have heard
him speak at different venues on various subjects. He understands their
wisdom and the actual fact they are no longer constrained by political
correctness. I simply finished this reserve. I just immediately
downloaded this publication. . . The tales about his great-aunt Olive
were priceless. This book is an extension of these stories. You can be
greatly entertained. He writes in a easy to read, entertaining style.
Despite the fact that I haven't browse a word, I'll give it five
celebrities because I know it'll be excellent like everything else he
does. Too bad you can't discover his Willie Nelson impersonation. I
haven't appreciated a publication anywhere near this much in a very long
time!!! Tips you can't get somewhere else This is a high quality book
about the author's observations of the elderly, but first a few words
about the author. I cannot wait to dive into it. When he is not writing
he sings, plays the piano, and tells tales about older people, mostly at
nursing homes including alzheimers devices. The stories will take you
from a smile to a chuckle with an occasional tear on the way. The reader
will love absorbing this compassionate quantity, and hopefully visitors
will emulate Eric's strategy and love for the aged souls in our midst. I
captured one of is own shows. It was sold-out but I sneaked in. It had
been very funny and amusing.After his house by the swamp-as he likes to
call it-in Northern MN was highlighted in a metropolitan newspaper, I
snagged a tour by just showing up unannounced.. Not very politically
correct but that is my way as a retired factory worker from
Milwaukee.What really caught my attention in the book is how to talk to
the dying or in many cases not to talk but simply sit with them. The
author started to type his observations of the elderly as a little child
growing up within an area where their wasn't other playmates during the
summer. He previously a never ending type of customers coming to the
nursery to interact with. I received a advertising letter for this book
from Eric. Sweet stories. The tales Eric tells are priceless. The book
is full of small tales highlighting those unique, small town
interactions. Fondly, The Reverend Dr.!! It's a perfect fit. He''s not a
professional article writer, it's similar to hearing him tell stories
over a sit down elsewhere. He's a gifted writer. Congratulations Eric! .
The book is a well documented history about older people . It was
magnificent.. He's SUCH a great storyteller, spinning in and out of
recollections, tales and important lessons of existence . I just found
the book was repetitive about many of the people he spoke about Relate
to the elderly. Near where I was raised, so it is very personal.Insight
into how the elderly relate andhandle growing older. Straight from the
Heart This book comes straight from the heart, and Eric's genuine and
lifelong love of older people is evident in each story and on every
page. To view Eric interact with the elderly is to witness a love story
in action. Lacking any hint of condescension, Eric's greatest gift is



his down to earth and heartfelt approach to his relationships with older
people. Eric is totally without guile or affectation, and the ones
seasoned with wisdom immediately feel his warmth, humor and significant
intelligence. The elderly do not suffer fools gladly, and Eric is just
the personality to fully capture their interest, their spirits, and
their affection. Nor does Eric suffer fools gladly, therefore the
elderly are his peer group of choice. It made me laugh and cry but
primarily, I was brought into an intimate look at Eric's romantic
relationships with the elderly. More than his substantial intellect,
kindness is the essence of Eric's lifelong romance with older people. If
every aged person experienced the same kind of romantic relationship
Eric got with Aunt Olive, we would wipe out the crisis of eldercare in
one loving heartbeat. Ever the business owner he entertains "snowbirds"
on his working holidays in Arizona. The reader may also love this
extraordinary author who is actually the best and beloved cousin. This
book is actually a treasure! Kristina Bergeson Campbell Still Smiling!
Nevertheless, Eric is a great speaker and entertainer. He's a gifted
writer who effectively relays their message, Shirley and Jim Hansen I
REALLY LIKE Eric Bergeson .! . and the actual fact of the problem is,
I've never talked to him LIVE . The most unforgettable was a Sunday
afternoon fundraiser for local nursing homes in Grand Forks. . If what
you are seeking is a book that may . "A Treasury of Old Souls" is feel
great book filled with stories of elderly people in Eric's small city,
Fertile, Minnesota. Daily life, characteristic quirks, funny and
unfortunate. The book is a well documented history about the elderly
with extremely touching stories. . He told extremely funny and endearing
tales about older people people in his life. and loss of life. but I've
read many of his words and have to state that I've enjoyed darn near
every one of them... If what you would like is a publication that may
make smile along with touch your heart, after that this is one you will
want in your library.AN EXCELLENT Story Teller, Expert Gardener -
Fantastic Pianist, Too. The old folks are kissin’ cousins to the
“Lakers” we’ve arrive to love. Eric Bergeson has captured their essence
1st from his childhood encounters with them and as an adult finding
deeper knowledge of the value of associations with maturing adults. He
does an occasional radio show, lecturing in general and teaching at the
University. This is a great summer read or as a present-day to someone
who grew up in the Midwest but remaining for the sunshine belt and could
still miss the gentleness and neighborliness. It’s also a great book for
those intending to be outdated; to ponder and develop their very own
value. Enjoy! We recommend Eric's latest publication, A Treasury of Old
Souls.It demonstrates his strong insight into the lives and minds of the
elderly. I have shopped at the Bergeson Nursery. I have such a smile on
my encounter and a sense of such goodness in my heart.
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